Hello sir,

I have few queries regarding recruitment of diploma trainee by power grid corporation of India in different zones.

1) Is there any region wise quota in PGCIL DT, if yes how those quota is applied.

2) Is there any correction made by PGCIL Experts before publishing the final results.

3) Why are there many candidates who get above cut off marks in respective categories still their name are not there in the final list.

4) I wanted to seek information regarding total number of candidates appeared in PGCIL NR11 in Electrical Engineering trade whose examination was held on 28/03/2018 and PGCIL West II in Electrcial Engineering whose examination was conducted on 28/04/2018, also tell me how many candidates appeared out of total applied candidates.

5) Why PGCIL do not show us answer keys and ask us for modification of wrong keys, so there might be a lot of mistakes in keys while publishing the final results if they do not make any correction.

waiting for your reply,
thanking you.